BS CpE  catalog year:  ________  Semester in France – ENSEA/FAME – Spring ______

**Sample Plan**

Calculus-ready students

**Last Update**
September 17, 2021

**Fall of year 3, take ENT3960.**

**Year 2**

- Fall: MA2160 (4) CALC II
- Spring: MA2321 (2) Accl. Linear Alg
- Spring Optional: Enterprise participation. Try it if desired.
- Spring: MA3521 (2) Accel. Diff Eq
- Spring: CS2311 (3) Discrete Structures
- Spring: CS1121 (3) Intro. to Programming II
- Spring: CS1122 (3) Programming at H/S Interface
- Spring: CS1142 (3) Programming at H/S Interface
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- Spring: MA2321 (2) Accl. Linear Alg
- Spring: MA3521 (2) Accel. Diff Eq
- Spring: CS2311 (3) Discrete Structures
- Spring: CS1121 (3) Intro. to Programming II
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